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YOU'VE BEEN GENERALLY WARNED-SMOKING IS BAD:
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO Co. V. FOOD AND DRUG
ADMINISTRATION AND THE FIGHT OVER




In an age in which almost nothing is certain,1 most Americans can at
least agree on one thing: smoking is bad.2 After all, cigarette smoking is
the leading cause of preventable death and disease in the United States.3
Smoking results in more deaths each year than AIDS, alcohol, illegal drug
use, homicide, suicide, and motor vehicle crashes combined.4 Both the
consequences of smoking and the seductive lull of smoking are pervasively
present in the media and have permeated our culture. American consum-
ers are constantly bombarded with advertisements and commercials show-
casing the fatal consequences of smoking5 juxtaposed with movies and
television shows promoting smoking as both stylish and mature.6 The se-
ductive commercial appeal of smoking coupled with the addictive quality of
tobacco use captures Americans of all walks of life.
* Third-year student, Mississippi College School of Law. A very special thanks to my family
and friends for being constant sources of support and sanity. A very, very special thanks to Professor
Angela Mae Kupenda for her support, words of encouragement, and all of the knowledge imparted
while completing this Note.
1. Founding Father Benjamin Franklin once quipped, "In this world nothing can be said to be
certain, except death and taxes." Benjamin Franklin Quotes, NOTABLE QUOTES, http://www.notable-
quotes.com/f/franklin-benjamin.html (last visited Mar. 26, 2014).
2. A 2008 Gallup Poll found that 82% of Americans consider smoking very harmful. Lymari
Morales, Most Americans Consider Smoking Very Harmful, GALLUP WELLBEING, http://www.gallup
.com/poll/109129/most-americans-consider-smoking-very-harmful.aspx (last visited Mar. 26, 2014).
3. Required Warnings for Cigarette Packages and Advertisements, 75 Fed. Reg. 69,524, 69,526
(Nov. 12, 2010) [hereinafter Required Warnings].
4. Id. The study further noted that each day, an estimated 6,600 Americans (nearly 4,000 of
them under age 18) become new smokers. Id.
5. See the television ad for the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention Tips From Former
Smokers campaign, in which Terrie discusses how she gets ready for the day after the effects of treat-
ments for throat cancer caused her to lose her teeth and hair, and to have a laryngectomy. Tips From
Former Smokers: Terrie's Ad (Commercial Broadcast) (Nov. 28, 2012), available at http://www.cdc.gov/
tobacco/campaign/tips/resources/videos/.
6. See Audrey Hepburn's character, Holly Golightly, in BREAKFAST AT TIFFANY'S (Paramount
Pictures 1961), and Olivia Newton-John's character, Sandy Olsen, in GREASE (Paramount Pictures
1978). The money cigarette companies spent in 2006 on U.S. marketing amounted to approximately $34
million per day, $42 for every person in the United States, and more than $275 for each U.S. smoker
aged 18 years or older. Tobacco Industry Marketing, CENTERS FOR DISEASE CONTROL AND PREVEN-
TION, http://www.cdc.gov/tobacco/data-statistics/fact-sheets/tobacco-industry/marketing/index.htm
(last updated July 31, 2013).
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While this nation is divided among many lines,7 cigarette smokers
form their very own diverse community.8 Smoking is not specific to one
race or gender.9 In fact, cigarette smokers span across all educational and
socioeconomic backgrounds. 10 Adolescents, not realizing the addicting ef-
fects of nicotine, likely consider cigarette smoking a right of passage signal-
ing their graduation into adulthood." Those considered the leaders of
tomorrow and of today-attorneys, doctors, preachers, politicians, or
teachers-all have a place in the community of smokers. For that matter,
even the current Leader of the Free World once found a place in this com-
munity.12 Governmental measures to generally combat the addiction to
nicotine have done very little to decrease the number of Americans who
remain smokers. 13 Hence, Americans, and the entire country, continue to
pay a hefty price (both literally and figuratively) to continue their habit.' 4
Needless to say, the government's general warnings have been highly
ineffective.'
Given the ineffectiveness of general warnings to reduce the smoking
population, Congress listened and passed the Tobacco Control Act,' 6 which
proposed new, more graphic measures' 7 to combat tobacco use. This very
7. See, e.g., John P. Anderson, Let's Be Reasonable Concerning Politics, CLARION LEDGER
(Nov. 20, 2012), available at http://www.clarionledger.com/article/20121121/OPINION/311210006/John-
P-Anderson-Let-s-reasonable-concerning-politics.
8. But see Gallagher v. City of Clayton, 699 F.3d 1010 (8th Cir. 2012) (holding that there is no
fundamental right to smoke outdoors on public property, smoking is not part of existing fundamental
right to bodily integrity, and that smokers are not a suspect or quasi-suspect class).
9. Cigarette Smoking Among Adults-United States, 2002, CENTERS FOR DISEASE CONTROL
AND PREVENTION (May 28, 2004), http://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/preview/mmwrhtml/mm5320a2.htm#tab.
10. Id.
11. Tina Rosenberg, For Teenage Smokers, Removing the Allure of the Pack, N.Y. TIMES (Aug. 1,
2012, 7:00 AM), http://opinionator.blogs.nytimes.com/2012/08/01/for-teenage-smokers-removing-the-
allure-of-the-pack/.
12. Corky Siemaszko, President Barack Obama Quit Smoking for Past Year, First Lady Michelle
Obama Reveals, N.Y. DAILY NEWS (Feb. 8, 2011), http://www.nydailynews.com/news/politics/president-
-barack-obama-quit-smoking-year-lady-michelle-obama-reveals-article-1.135458.
13. Smoking Cessation, U.S. NEws: HEALTH, http://health.usnews.com/health-conditions/allergy-
asthma-respiratory/smoking-cessation/overview (last updated Oct. 14, 2009).
14. A recent study by the American Lung Association found that the average retail price of a
pack of cigarettes in the United States is $5.51, while the average real price of a pack of cigarettes to
society and to the state's economy is $18.05 per pack. The United States Facts, AMERICAN LUNG Asso-
CIATION, http://www.lung.org/stop-smoking/tobacco-control-advocacy/reports-resources/cessation-eco-
nomic-benefits/states/united-states.html (last visited Mar. 27, 2014). Each year, cigarettes are
responsible for approximately 5.1 million years of potential life lost, direct health care expenditures of
approximately $96 billion, and at least $96.8 billion in annual productivity losses in the United States.
Required Warnings, supra note 3, at 69,526.
15. A recent study conducted by the Food and Drug Administration found that smoking causes
at least 443,000 premature deaths annually in the United States. Id. The percentage of U.S. adults who
were current smokers in 2010 was 19.3% (45.3 million people). Smoking and Tobacco Use: Fast Facts,
CENTERS FOR DISEASE CONTROL AND PREVENTION, http://www.cdc.gov/tobacco/data-statistics/fact
sheets/fast-facts/ (last updated Feb. 14, 2014).
16. Tobacco Control Act, Pub. L. No. 111-31, 123 Stat. 1776 (2009).
17. The last update to required labeling of cigarette packages occurred with the passage of the
Federal Cigarette Labeling and Advertising Act of 1965, which required that a printed warning appear
on cigarette packages to warn consumers of potential hazards of cigarette smoking. 15 U.S.C. § 1333
(2012).
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attempt by government to protect public health with more graphic warn-
ings was at the forefront of R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. v. FDA, 8 a recent
United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit case,
which is the subject of this casenote. In R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. v. FDA,
the District of Columbia Circuit Court of Appeals struck down as unconsti-
tutional the government's requirement of graphic images 19 on cigarette
packages to depict the potential health consequences of smoking.2" In
coming to its decision, the Circuit Court 2' reasoned that the district court
had applied the wrong level of scrutiny, but nevertheless agreed with its
result, essentially holding that the graphic warnings violated the tobacco
companies' First Amendment rights.22 Applying a heightened level of re-
view to protect the tobacco companies' speech rights but not the most ex-
acting review as the district court had done, the Circuit Court held the
government had violated the First Amendment rights of the cigarette
manufacturers.23
As will be discussed below, an understanding of the instant case first
requires an understanding of what is not at issue in this controversy. Not at
issue is the undisputable severe health consequences of smoking discussed
earlier. As well, not at issue is Congress' authority to require factual dis-
closures and warnings, as both sides conceded 24 this point and the United
States Supreme Court has so held in previous decisions.25 While there is a
recognized First Amendment right not to speak,26 the Supreme Court has
limited that right to allow government to protect consumers from false and
deceptive advertising. 27 Thus, not at issue is the legitimacy of prior laws to
reduce the use of tobacco.28  Further, not at issue is whether all corporate
speech, including commercial speech, should be protected from govern-
mental intrusion using the most exacting level of scrutiny.29
18. R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. v. FDA, 696 F.3d 1205 (D.C. Cir. 2012).
19. Examples of the new graphic images include a cadaver on an autopsy table, damaged teeth
showcasing the effects of cancer caused by smoking, and a man exhaling smoke through a tracheotomy
opening in his neck. Emily Sohn, Graphic Cigarette Warnings: Do They Work?, DIsCOVERY NEWS
(June 22, 2011, 2:32 PM), http://news.discovery.comlhuman/cigarette-warning-labels-effective-l10622
.html.
20. R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., 696 F.3d at 1222.
21. In this Note, "Circuit Court" refers to the District of Columbia Circuit Court of Appeals and
"Court" refers to the United States Supreme Court.
22. R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., 696 F.3d at 1222.
23. Id.
24. Id. at 1211.
25. Id.; see also United States v. Philip Morris USA Inc., 566 F.3d 1095, 1142 (D.C. Cir. 2009).
26. See Wooley v. Maynard, 430 U.S. 705 (1977), in which the Supreme Court recognized a First
Amendment right not to speak and invalidated a New Hampshire law that required that all vehicles
bear a license plate saying "Live Free or Die."
27. R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., 696 F.3d at 1212.
28. For instance, Congress' passage of the of the Federal Cigarette Labeling and Advertising Act
of 1965 required that a printed warning appear on cigarette packages to warn consumers of potential
hazards of cigarette smoking. See Cipollone v. Liggett Group, Inc., 505 U.S. 504, 527 (1992), for an
example of litigation involving warning statements required by the FCLAA of 1965.
29. See Citizens United v. Fed. Election Comm'n, 558 U.S. 310 (2010) (holding that the First
Amendment prohibits the government from restricting corporate political speech unless the govern-
ment satisfies strict scrutiny). For further explanation, see Nadia Imtanes, Note, Should Corporations
2014]
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Rather, the issue in R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. v. FDA is whether the
government's requiring of companies to place new textual warnings and
graphic images on the packages of cigarettes for sale violates the tobacco
companies' First Amendment rights not to speak. The Circuit Court an-
swered this question by first determining the requisite level of review,3"
and secondly by holding that the requirement of the graphic images does
not satisfy this level.31 Overall, this Note will examine the majority holding
and dissenting opinion and the possible impact this Circuit Court's holding
may have on the government's increasing attempts to graphically and more
effectively promote the health of the American population.32
Part II of this Note will provide the factual summary and procedural
history of the instant case. This section includes the relevant facts of the
case and the decisions made by the district court. For instance, the poten-
tial positive effect on Americans' health of the main provision of the To-
bacco Control Act was greatly curtailed by the district court's holding. Part
III of this Note will explain the background and history of the law at issue,
which will explain the prior case law that led to the decision in the instant
case. Namely, cases related to advertising in the First Amendment context
such as Central Hudson Gas & Electric Corp. v. Public Service Commis-
sion33 and Zauderer v. Office of Disciplinary Counsel of Supreme Court of
Ohio34 will be discussed. Part IV of this Note will analyze the majority
holding and dissenting opinion. The majority of the Circuit Court analyzed
the case under the Central Hudson standard, while the dissent argued that
the case should have been analyzed under the more lenient Zauderer
standard.
Finally, Part V will offer this writer's analytical insight into this case.
Among other things, the writer believes the Circuit Court's decision poten-
tially has major negative implications both at home and abroad. Part VI of
this Note concludes with a summarization of the writer's analysis. Further-
more, the writer does not believe the Circuit Court's holding will be the
final say in this matter. Hence, this case is of significant concern for all who
care about the health of America and also the First Amendment.
Be Entitled to the Same First Amendment Protections as People?, 39 W. ST. U. L. REV. 203 (2012), and
Robert Weissman, Comment, Let The People Speak. The Case for a Constitutional Amendment to Re-
move Corporate Speech from the Ambit of the First Amendment, 83 TEMP. L. REV. 979 (2011).
30. R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., 696 F.3d at 1217.
31. Id. at 1218.
32. See Nat'l Fed'n of Indep. Bus. v. Sebelius, 132 S. Ct. 2566 (2012), for a very recent example of
the government's increasing attempt to promote the general health of the American population, even
by mandating individual coverage.
33. Cent. Hudson Gas & Elec. Corp. v. Pub. Serv. Comm'n, 447 U.S. 557, 561 (1980).




II. FACTUAL SUMMARY AND PROCEDURAL HISTORY OF
R.J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO Co. v. FOOD
AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION
Because only certain specific issues are discussed as critical in the in-
stant case, a clear understanding of the factual summary surrounding the
case is important. Likewise, the holdings of the district court will aid in
providing critical insight necessary to fully understand the Circuit Court's
premises for its holding and the strength of the dissenter's rationale.
Factual Summary
The factual summary of relevance here must go back to a point far
before the legislation at issue was passed by Congress in 2009. The history
of the sale of tobacco in America, its health danger, attempts by commer-
cial entities to hide these dangers, and attempts by the government gener-
ally to warn consumers to go back to "before the arrival of the first
European in North America."35 Interestingly, dating back as early as 1604,
King James I of England, in addition to heavily taxing imported tobacco,
declared tobacco use "a custom loathsome to the eye, hateful to the nose,
harmful to the brain, and dangerous to the lungs. ' '36 Seemingly in agree-
ment with King James I, Congress passed the Family Smoking Prevention
and Tobacco Control Act ("The Act")37 to give the Food and Drug Admin-
istration ("FDA") the authority to regulate the manufacture and sale of
tobacco products, including cigarettes by tobacco companies ("the
Companies") .38
With the adoption of the Act, the FDA proposed a dramatic expansion
of the existing health warnings.3 9 The FDA asserted the "government's
substantial interest in reducing the number of Americans, particularly chil-
dren and adolescents, who use cigarettes and other tobacco products and
sought to prevent the life-threatening health consequences associated with
tobacco use."4 ° The FDA justified this expansion based on scientific litera-
ture and a "strong worldwide consensus, regarding the relative effective-
ness of graphic warnings compared to the text-only warnings the United
States currently requires."'" The agency fully hoped that the new warnings
would discourage nonsmokers, particularly minors, from initiating cigarette
35. Diane Welch, Note, Nevada's Clean Indoor Air Act-A Comparison and a Question: Is the
NCIAA Constitutional?, 9 NEv. L.J. 725, 727 (2009).
36. Id. at 728.
37. Tobacco Control Act, Pub. L. No. 111-31, 123 Stat. 1776 (2009).
38. R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., 696 F.3d at 1208.
39. Id. at 1209. The new warnings expanded the FCCLA to now require textual warnings and
images to encompass fifty percent of the front and back of all cigarette packages. Required Warnings,
supra note 3, at 69,526.
40. Id.
41. Some thirty-three countries, including Australia, Canada, Switzerland, and the United King-
dom have implemented pictorial warning requirements for tobacco packaging. R.J. Reynolds Tobacco
Co., 696 F.3d at 1209.
2014]
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use and encourage current smokers to quit through graphic conveyances of
the negative health consequences of smoking a2
One controversial provision of the Act required that cigarette pack-
ages and advertisements bear one of nine new warning statements.43 These
warnings often consisted of graphic depictions showcasing negative side ef-
fects of smoking.44 The warnings were intended to arouse the emotional
senses of smokers.4a In addition, the Act mandated that these new warning
labels comprise the "top fifty percent of the front and rear panels of ciga-
rette packages and twenty percent of the area of each cigarette advertise-
ment. ' a6 Further, the "FDA also required each graphic image to bear the
phone number of the National Cancer Institute's 'Network of Tobacco Ces-
sation Quitlines,' which uses the telephone portal '1-800-QUIT-NOW.' 
47
In seeking to determine the final images to go on the cover of the
cigarette packages, the FDA commissioned an 18,000-person internet-
based consumer study. a One control group of respondents was shown the
new text in the format of the current warnings.49 A separate treatment
group was shown the proposed graphic warnings, inclusive of the new text,
the accompanying graphic image, and the 1-800-QUIT-NOW number."0
Respondents in each group were then asked to respond to a series of ques-
tions designed to assess whether the graphic warnings, in comparison to the
text-only control, increased viewers' intention to quit or refrain from smok-
ing; increased viewers' knowledge of the health risks of smoking or second-
hand smoke; and caused viewers to feel "depressed," "discouraged," or
"afraid."" l
After conducting the internet consumer study, the FDA promulgated
nine (one for each warning statement) out of thirty-six potential images for
the new graphic warning labels.52 The FDA reviewed and responded to
over a thousand public comments in making its decision. 3 Admittedly,
many of the comments were critical of the study itself.5 4 Comments from
cancer researchers, nonprofits, and academics noted that the single expo-




45. Id. at 1210. The new textual warnings include warnings such as "Cigarettes cause cancer"
and "Smoking can kill you," while the new images include a picture of diseased lungs and an adult male
struggling to breathe with the aid of an apparatus. Id.
46. Id. at 1208.










or actual effects of the proposed warnings.5 5 In response, "the FDA con-
ceded that the study did not permit it to reach firm conclusions about the
'long-term, real-world effects' of the proposed warnings."
56
Still, the FDA claimed that existing scientific literature "provided a
substantial basis for its conclusion that the required warnings would effec-
tively communicate the health risks of smoking."57 Other comments spoke
to the belief that the research study failed to provide evidence that the
proposed warnings would, among other things, bring about actual behav-
ioral change. 58 The FDA, in response, "disagreed relying on the 'substan-
tial research' showing the effectiveness of similar graphic health warnings
in other countries."59 Yet, another comment found issue with the fact that
"participants in the study were recruited from an internet panel and were
offered the opportunity to participate in an FDA-sponsored research
study."' 60 The FDA "conceded that its study provided insight on the rela-
tive effectiveness of the various warnings under consideration" and not the
"absolute effects of the warnings in general. ' 61
Because of the huge economic stake the Companies had in the results
of the FDA's study,62 the Companies took issue with a number of factors
related to the study.63 For example, the Companies questioned the FDA's
use of data from other countries to substantiate its assertions.64 Specifi-
cally, the Companies noted that "the Canadian data revealed no statisti-
cally significant decline in smoking rates for adolescents and adults after
the introduction of similar graphic warnings."6 5 As such, the Companies
believed this "implied that the warnings were ineffective and that the
FDA's warnings would be ineffective as well."'66 Disagreeing, the FDA
stated that the images selected would "satisfy its primary goal, which is to
effectively convey the negative health consequences of smoking on ciga-
rette packages and in advertisements. ' 67 The FDA further explained that
the data from Canada, based on other studies, demonstrated the effective-
ness of the warnings in providing smokers with health information, making







62. The FDA has estimated that the new labels will discourage more than 200,000 smokers in the
first few years after they appear. Sohn, supra note 19.
63. R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., 696 F.3d at 1210.
64. The Companies primarily questioned the FDA's use of data from Canada as studies from
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consumers think about the health effects of smoking, and increasing smok-
ers' motivations to quit smoking. 68 In spite of the criticisms, the FDA final-
ized the rule.69
B. Procedural History
Upon the finality of the rule mandating the new warning labels, the
Companies filed suit in the United States District Court for the District of
Columbia.7" The Companies alleged that the graphic cigarette warnings
required under the Act and the FDA's implementing regulations violated
the Companies' First Amendment rights.7 1 The district court granted the
Companies' motion for preliminary injunction on November 7, 2011.72 The
procedural history becomes far more complicated at this point. At issue is
the appropriate level of review when constitutional rights are at issue.
In other words, the general question is how much scrutiny should the
Court give to governmental graphic warnings that burden the Companies'
free speech rights. There are three tiers of scrutiny, all of which serve dis-
tinct and separate purposes for rulings in United States courts. Rational
basis refers to the lowest level of scrutiny, and simply means that the gov-
ernment must have only a legitimate reason for a law or regulation that is
rationally linked to the interest.73 Heightened levels of review include in-
termediate scrutiny and strict scrutiny. Intermediate scrutiny generally
means that the law or policy being challenged must further an important
governmental interest in a way that is substantially related to that inter-
est.74 Strict scrutiny, the most exacting or stringent level of review, re-
quires a narrow tailoring or the use of the least restrictive means to further
a compelling governmental interest.75
The district court granted the Companies' motion for summary judg-
ment on February 29, 2012, holding that strict scrutiny analysis applied to
68. Id. at 1210-11.
69. Id. at 1211.
70. R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. v. United States FDA, 823 F. Supp. 2d 36 (D.D.C. 2012).
71. Id. at 39.
72. In granting the preliminary injunction, the district court concluded that the Companies
demonstrated a substantial likelihood of success on the merits, that they would suffer irreparable harm
absent injunctive relief, and that neither the Government, nor the public would suffer any comparable
injury as a result of the relief sought. Furthermore, the district court concluded that the public's interest
in the protection of its First Amendment rights against unconstitutionally compelled speech would be
furthered. Id.
73. Rational basis is generally used to evaluate the constitutionality of government action where
a fundamental right is not at issue and a suspect classification is not involved. See, e.g., Maher v. Roe,
432 U.S. 464, 470 (1977) (Rational basis was used by the Court, and the regulation restricting public
funding of abortions did not place an undue burden on a woman's right to an abortion; furthermore, the
Court held that the poor were not in a suspect class.).
74. Miss. Univ. for Women v. Hogan, 458 U.S. 718, 724 (1982) (using an intermediate level of
review and holding that the school's policy of denying otherwise qualified males the right to enroll in its
nursing school was a violation of the Equal Protection Clause).
75. Adarand Constructors v. Pefia, 515 U.S. 200, 227 (1995) (holding, among other things, racial
classifications imposed by any governmental entity must be analyzed under strict scrutiny by the re-
viewing court).
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the case.76 The district court held the test was not satisfied, holding the
rule was not narrowly tailored to achieve a compelling government interest
under the First Amendment.77
The FDA appealed to the District of Columbia Circuit Court of Ap-
peals.7 8 The circuit court affirmed the district court's decision to grant
summary judgment.79 The circuit court, however, applied an intermediate
level of review, which is a lesser standard than the district court used.80
Still, the circuit court held that that government had failed to meet its bur-
den.81 Moreover, the circuit court held that the FDA had failed to present
the substantial evidence necessary to demonstrate that the proposed warn-
ings would actually reduce smoking rates. 82 Holding that such a demon-
stration was critical to allow the government's intrusion on the First
Amendment rights of the Companies, the circuit court ruled in favor of the
Companies. 83 Rehearing en banc was denied December 5, 2012.84 No peti-
tion for certiorari to the Court has yet been filed.
III. BACKGROUND AND HISTORY OF THE LAW
The requirement of warning labels on cigarette packages is not a new
mandate." Dating back to the early twentieth century, forty-three out of
forty-five states had anti-cigarette laws and regulations that included gener-
ally warning the public of the dangers of smoking. 6 In 1964, a landmark
report entitled "Smoking and Health" comprehensively assessed the availa-
ble scientific evidence relating to the health effects of cigarette smoking
and concluded that cigarette smoking is a health hazard of significant im-
portance to the United States. 7 Subsequent to this critical report, in 1965,
Congress passed the Federal Cigarette Labeling and Advertising Act,
which required that a printed warning appear on every cigarette package
sold in America to generally warn consumers of the potential hazards of
cigarette smoking.88 Television advertisements of cigarettes ceased in the
early 1970's after Congress banned all broadcast tobacco advertising. 9
76. District Judge Richard J. Leon was appointed in February 2002. District Judge Richard J.
Leon, UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, http://www.dcd.uscourts
.gov/dcd/leon (last visited Mar. 27, 2014).
77. R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. v. United States FDA, 845 F. Supp. 2d 266, 277 (D.D.C. 2012).
78. R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., 696 F.3d at 1205.





84. R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. v. FDA, 696 F.3d 1205 (D.C. Cir. 2012), reh'g denied (Dec. 5,
2012).
85. Required Warnings, supra note 3, at 69,525.
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Congress also banned all smoking on all interstate buses and domestic air-
line flights lasting two hours or less by 1990.90 More bans followed, and in
recent years, local governments and states' legislatures have implemented
bans on smoking in restaurants and in other public places as an attempt to
somewhat address the problem and protect the health of smokers and non-
smokers.91 These implementations indicated a shift in public health offi-
cials to turn their focus to the ill effects on others from secondhand smoke,
especially children.92 Still, others urged those in power to do more.93 This
recognition by those in power set the stage for the FDA's expansion of
current, more graphic warnings at the center of the controversy in the in-
stant case.
A. The FDA's Regulation of Tobacco Products
Signed into law on June 22, 2009, by President Barack Obama,94 the
Family Smoking Prevention and Tobacco Control Act ("Tobacco Control
Act") 95 granted the U.S. Food and Drug Administration authority to regu-
late tobacco products.96 In enacting the Tobacco Control Act, Congress
found that providing the FDA with authority to regulate tobacco products,
including the advertising and promotion of such products, would result in
significant benefits to the American public in both human and economic
terms.97 Within its capacity to regulate all tobacco products, including ciga-
rettes, the FDA proposed to amend its regulations to add a new require-
ment for the more graphic display of health warnings on cigarette
packages.98
Before the implementation of the Tobacco Control Act, cigarette man-
ufacturers had only to comply with the Federal Cigarette Labeling and Ad-
vertising Act ("FCLAA") of 1965, which provided a set of national
standards for cigarette packaging. 99 These standards included the now-
ubiquitous Surgeon General's general warnings that are present on all ciga-
rette packages in the U.S."° These warnings consist of the words "SUR-
GEON GENERAL'S WARNING" followed by the warnings: "Smoking
Causes Lung Cancer, Heart Disease, Emphysema, and May Complicate
Pregnancy."; "Quitting Smoking Now Greatly Reduces Serious Risks to
Your Health."; "Smoking by Pregnant Women May Result in Fetal Injury,
90. Id.
91. Samuel J. Winokur, Note, Seeing Through the Smoke: The Need for National Legislation
Banning Smoking in Bars and Restaurants, 75 GEO. WASH. L. REV. 662, 667 (2007).
92. Welch, supra note 35, at 727.
93. Winokur, supra note 91, at 688.
94. President Obama has acknowledged that he "kicked the habit" in 2010. Siemaszko, supra
note 12.
95. Tobacco Control Act, Pub. L. No. 111-31, 123 Stat. 1776 (2009).







Premature Birth and Low Birth Weight."; and "Cigarette Smoke Contains
Carbon Monoxide."
However, after its passage, the Tobacco Control Act amended the
FCLAA to require each cigarette package and advertisement to bear one
of the nine new textual warning statements.' ° ' This proposed amendment
implemented a provision of the Tobacco Control Act that required the
FDA to issue regulations requiring color graphic images that depict the
negative health consequences of smoking.102 The images were to accom-
pany nine new textual warning statements.0 3 The warning statements to
appear on cigarette packages consist of the word, "WARNING" preceding
the following statements: "Cigarettes are addictive"; "Tobacco smoke can
harm your children"; "Cigarettes cause fatal lung disease"; "Cigarettes
cause cancer"; "Cigarettes cause strokes and heart disease"; "Smoking dur-
ing pregnancy can harm your baby"; "Smoking can kill you"; "Tobacco
smoke causes fatal lung disease in nonsmokers"; and "Quitting smoking
now greatly reduces serious risks to your health". 0 4
The rule, once finalized, specified the color graphics that accompanied
each of the warning statements. 10 5 The color graphic images to accompany
the textual warnings consist of the following: a crying baby, a man lying on
an autopsy table with staples in his chest, a man with a breathing apparatus,
a man showcasing his "I QUIT" shirt, a crying woman, damaged teeth and
gums depicting mouth cancer, diseased lungs, a woman smoking in the
presence of a baby, and a man smoking through a hole in his throat. 10 6
The FDA cited the interest of public health as a basis for the new
warning statements and graphics.' 0 7 The government articulated its very
strong interest in reducing the number of Americans, particularly children
and adolescents, who use cigarettes and other tobacco products.0 8 Such a
reduction, the government hypothesized, would prevent the life-threaten-
ing health consequences associated with tobacco use.109 Because virtually
all new users of tobacco products are minor children," 0 the FDA reasoned
a reduction in tobacco use by this population alone could significantly re-






106. Cigarette Health Warnings, U.S. FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION, http://www.fda.gov/
TobaccoProducts/Labeling/Labeling/CigaretteWarningLabels/default.htm (last updated June 3, 2013).
107. Required Warnings, supra note 3, at 69,525.
108. Id.
109. Id.
110. Id. "Among children, data from the 2009 Youth Risk Behavior Survey (YRBS) showed that
almost half (46.3 percent) of U.S. high school students had tried cigarette smoking, and an estimated
19.5 percent of students were current cigarette smokers. Of these current cigarette smokers, 7.8 percent
reported they had smoked more than 10 cigarettes per day on the days they smoked." Id. at 69,526.
111. Id. at 69,525.
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Facts and statistics from recent studies backed up the FDA's substan-
tial interest in curbing the use of tobacco products, especially cigarettes.112
For instance, "cigarette smoking kills an estimated 443,000 Americans each
year, most of whom began smoking under the age of [eighteen.]"'1 13 As
well, "tobacco use is the foremost preventable cause of premature death in
America, and has been shown to cause cancer, heart disease, and other
serious adverse health effects.""
n4
Overall, the FDA's implementation of the newly required warnings
was designed to clearly, effectively, and graphically convey the negative
health consequences of smoking on cigarette packages and in cigarette ad-
vertisements." 5 In turn, this would help both to discourage nonsmokers,
including minor children, from initiating cigarette use and encourage cur-
rent smokers to consider cessation to greatly reduce the serious risks that
smoking poses to their health." 6 While the warnings were pursuant to a
governmental power, the warnings were subjected to review in which the
Circuit Court determined the FDA violated the Companies' First Amend-
ment rights.
B. First Amendment Protection of Commercial Speech
The First Amendment of the United States Constitution provides that
"Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or
prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech,
or of the press; or the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to
petition the government for a redress of grievances.""' 7 Therefore, "[t]he
First Amendment, as applied to the states through the Fourteenth Amend-
ment, protects commercial speech from unwarranted governmental regula-
tion" by the states and by the national government. 1 8
Although the First Amendment seems straightforward, the jurispru-
dence becomes complicated. For example, while the First Amendment
prevents the government from content regulation prohibiting speech, the
Amendment may also prevent the government from compelling individuals
to speak or to express certain views. 9 Further, content regulations that




115. Id. at 69,526.
116. Id.
117. U.S. CONST. amend. I.
118. Cent. Hudson Gas & Elec. Corp. v. Pub. Serv. Comm'n, 447 U.S. 557, 561 (1980).
119. United States v. United Foods, Inc., 533 U.S. 405, 410 (2001) (holding that a governmental
assessment imposed on fresh mushroom handlers pursuant to a federal act to fund advertisements pro-
moting mushroom sales violated the handlers' First Amendment rights); see also Wooley v. Maynard,
430 U.S. 705, 717 (1977) (holding that the State of New Hampshire could not force citizens to display
the state motto of "Live Free or Die" upon license plates when the state motto was offensive to their
religious or moral convictions); West Virginia State Bd. of Educ. v. Barnette, 319 U.S. 624, 642 (1943)




they satisfy strict scrutiny, the most exacting level of review. However,
even in the speech context, strict scrutiny is not always used.
Rational basis, intermediate scrutiny, and strict scrutiny all serve dis-
tinct and separate purposes for rulings in United States courts. Rational
basis refers to the lowest level of scrutiny and simply means that the gov-
ernment must have only a legitimate reason for a law or regulation that is
rationally linked to the interest.12° The low rational basis review generally
applies to content regulation of speech of such slight value, and potentially
such a great harm to government interest, that it is placed in an unpro-
tected category.'
21
Heightened levels of review include intermediate scrutiny and strict
scrutiny. Intermediate scrutiny generally means that the law or policy be-
ing challenged must further an important governmental interest in a way
that is substantially related to that interest.' 2 2 Mid-level or intermediate
review applies to content neutral, reasonable time, place, and manner regu-
lations.123 Content based regulations of time, place, and manner of speech
that is predominantly concerned with secondary effects of the speech may
also be scrutinized under the mid-level test.124 Strict scrutiny, the most ex-
acting or stringent level of review, requires a narrow tailoring or the use of
the least restrictive means to further a compelling governmental interest.
12 5
As a general rule, strict scrutiny is used for content regulation of protected
speech.
126
Still, the commercial speech context has generated specialized consti-
tutional principles. For First Amendment purposes, "commercial speech"
is "'expression related solely to the economic interests of the speaker and
120. Rational basis is generally used to evaluate the constitutionality of government action where
a fundamental right is not at issue and a suspect classification is not involved. See, e.g., Maher v. Roe,
432 U.S. 464, 470 (1977) (Rational basis was used by the Court, and the regulation restricting public
funding of abortions did not place an undue burden on a woman's right to an abortion; furthermore, the
Court held that the poor were not in a suspect class.).
121. For examples of unprotected categories of speech, see Miller v. California, 413 U.S. 15, 21
(1973) (holding that obscenity was not protected by the First Amendment); New York Times Co. v.
Sullivan, 376 U.S. 254, 279-80 (1964) (establishing that the actual malice standard has to be met before
public officials or figures can recover for defamation and libel); Chaplinsky v. New Hampshire, 315 U.S.
568, 574 (1942) (fighting words are unprotected). Rarely, though, the Court subjects content regulation
of unprotected categories to a higher review. See R.A.V. v. City of St. Paul, 505 U.S. 377, 381 (1992)
(striking down as unconstitutional St. Paul's Bias-Motivated Crime Ordinance, which outlawed some,
but not other, forms of hate speech).
122. Miss. Univ. for Women v. Hogan, 458 U.S. 718, 724 (1982).
123. See Clark v. Cmty. for Creative Non-Violence, 468 U.S. 288, 293 (1984) (holding that expres-
sion is subject to reasonable time, place, and manner restrictions, and using a mid-level test).
124. See City of Renton v. Playtime Theaters, Inc., 475 U.S. 41, 47 (1986) ("[C]ontent neutral
time, place and manner regulations are acceptable so long as they are designed to serve a substantial
governmental interest and do not unreasonably limit alternative avenues of communication."); see also
Young v. Am. Mini Theatres, 427 U.S. 50, 72-73 (1976) (upholding a Detroit ordinance that required
dispersal of adult businesses throughout the city).
125. Adarand Constructors v. Pefia, 515 U.S. 200, 227 (1995).
126. See Texas v. Johnson, 491 U.S. 397, 409 (1989) (reiterating that the government may not
prohibit the expression of an idea-here, flag burning-simply because society finds the idea itself
offensive or disagreeable).
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its audience' or 'speech proposing a commercial transaction.'"12 Gener-
ally, commercial speech receives only a mid-level review.1 8 If the speech is
unlawful, false, or misleading, it may be subject to the even lower level
review, rational basis.129 Recently, the Supreme Court has held that corpo-
rations have a right to political speech, requiring the government to satisfy
the most exacting review of strict scrutiny to regulate corporate political
speech.130 Many, including President Obama, disagree with such a holding
as a result.1 3 1 Some scholars argue that with the Court's holding, the com-
mercial speech doctrine is no longer legitimate because of the difficulty in
distinguishing between what constitutes political speech and what consti-
tutes commercial speech.' 32 The Court has not, of yet, so held.
Therefore, courts continue to rely on the Court's commercial speech
rulings for cases involving speech related to commercial transactions, as the
District Court and Circuit Court did in the instant case. The "commercial
speech doctrine rests heavily on 'the "common-sense" distinction between
speech proposing a commercial transaction ... and other varieties of
speech.'"1 33 The Constitution accords a lesser protection to commercial
speech than to other constitutionally protected expressions and its protec-
tion turns on the nature of the expressions and governmental interests
served by its regulation.1
3 4
Still, "[u]nder the commercial speech doctrine, the government's
'power to regulate commercial transactions justifies its concomitant power
to regulate commercial speech that is linked inextricably to those transac-
tions.'" 35  "Thus, the government may require commercial speech to 'ap-
pear in such a form, or include such additional information, warnings, and
disclaimers, as are necessary to prevent its being deceptive.' "136 False and
misleading commercial speech is thus unprotected, and content regulations
are upheld as long as the government has a rational basis. 137  "The First
127. United States v. Philip Morris USA Inc., 566 F.3d 1095, 1143 (D.C. Cir. 2009) (citing Cent.
Hudson Gas & Elec. Corp. v. Pub. Serv. Comm'n, 447 U.S. 557, 561-62 (1980)).
128. Friedman v. Rogers, 440 U.S. 1, 9 (1979).
129. Id.
130. Citizens United v. Fed. Election Comm'n, 558 U.S. 310, 340 (2010) (Nonprofit corporation
brought an action against the Federal Election Commission, asserting that it feared it could be subject
to civil and criminal penalties if it produced a film regarding a political party's candidate seeking nomi-
nation in the next Presidential election within 30 days of primary elections.).
131. Steve Padilla, Obama's State of the Union Address: Criticism of the Supreme Court Campaign
Finance Ruling, L.A. TIMES (Jan. 27, 2010, 7:17 PM), http://latimesblogs.latimes.com/washington/2010/
01/obamas-state-of-the-union-address-criticism-of-the-supreme-court-campaign-finance-ruling.html.
132. Lucian A. Bebchuk & Robert J. Jackson, Jr., Corporate Political Speech: Who Decides?, 124
HARV. L. REV. 83, 86 (2010).
133. Zauderer v. Office of Disciplinary Counsel of Supreme Court of Ohio, 471 U.S. 626, 637
(1985) (citing Ohralik v. Ohio State Bar Ass'n., 436 U.S 447, 455-56 (1978)).
134. Cent. Hudson Gas & Elec. Corp. v. Pub. Serv. Comm'n, 447 U.S. 557, 563 (1980).
135. United States v. Phillip Morris USA Inc., 566 F.3d 1095, 1142 (D.C. Cir. 2009 (citing 44
Liquormart v. Rhode Island, 517 U.S. 484, 499 (1996)).
136. Id. (citing Virginia Bd. of Pharmacy v. Virginia Citizens Consumer Council, Inc., 425 U.S.
748, 762 (1976)).
137. Ibanez v. Fla. Dep't of Bus. & Prof'l Regulation, 512 U.S. 136, 142 (1994). Interestingly, false
and misleading speech not in the commercial speech context is protected. See New York Times Co. v.
Sullivan, 376 U.S. 254, 279-80 (1964) (defamation of public officials); United States v. Alvarez, 132
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Amendment's concern for commercial speech is based on the informa-
tional function of advertising."' 38 Therefore, "there can be no constitu-
tional objection to the suppression of commercial messages that do not
accurately inform the public about lawful activity."' 39 "Even when adver-
tising communicates only an incomplete version of the ... facts, the First
Amendment presumes that some accurate information is better than no
information at all.' 140 However, the government may ban forms of com-
mercial communication, using rational basis, that are more likely to deceive
the public than to inform it or are related to illegal activity.'
4 1
There are two features of commercial speech that permit regulation of
its content.142  The first concerns the commercial speaker's extensive
knowledge of both the market and of their products and are thus well situ-
ated to evaluate the accuracy of their messages and the lawfulness of the
underlying activity.'43 Secondly, that commercial speech, being "the off-
spring of economic self-interest, is a hardy breed of expression that is not
particularly susceptible to being crushed or chilled by overbroad regula-
tion."' 44 "Because disclosure of truthful, relevant information is more
likely to make a positive contribution to decision making than is conceal-
ment of such information," "only false, deceptive, or misleading commer-
cial speech may be banned," under a rational basis review. 45 Likewise,
misleading advertising may be prohibited entirely without violating the
First Amendment, including "speech that 'is inherently likely to deceive or
where the record indicates that a particular form or method of advertising
has in fact been deceptive."146 However, when a prohibition on commer-
cial speech "is intended to prevent consumer deception, the burden lies
with the government to 'demonstrate that the harms it recites are real and
that its restriction will in fact alleviate them to a material degree.'"147
S.Ct. 2537, 2551 (2012) (holding that the Stolen Valor Act, which criminalized false statements about
having a military medal, is unconstitutional under the free speech protections provided by the First
Amendment).
138. Cent. Hudson Gas & Elec. Corp. v. Pub. Serv. Comm'n, 447 U.S. 557, 563 (1980).
139. Id. It is unlikely that cigarette smoking will become unlawful. In fact, some states have
legalized the recreational smoking of marijuana. See Greg Campbell, Colorado Gets Ready For Newly
Legal Marijuana, THE DAILY CALLER (Jan. 4, 2013, 11:14 AM), http://dailycaller.com/2013/01/04/colo-
rado-gets-ready-for-newly-legal-marijuana/. Further, laws restricting smoker access are often faced
with resistance. Ward Schaefer, Full Smoking Ban Takes Effect, JACKSON FREE PRESS (July 5, 2010,
1:44 PM), http://www.jacksonfreepress.com/news/2010/jul/05/fuU-smoking-ban-takes-effect/.
140. Cent. Hudson, 447 U.S. at 562.
141. Id. at 563.
142. Id. at 606 n.6.
143. Id.
144. Id.
145. Ibanez v. Fla. Dep't of Bus. & Prof'l Regulation, 512 U.S. 136, 142 (1994) (citing Peel v.
Attorney Registration & Disciplinary Comm'n of Ill., 496 U.S. 91, 108 (1990); citing Zauderer v. Office
of Disciplinary Counsel of Supreme Court of Ohio, 471 U.S. 626, 638 (1985)).
146. See, e.g., Disc. Tobacco City & Lottery, Inc. v. United States 674 F.3d 509, 546 (6th Cir. 2012)
(citing In re R.M.J., 455 U.S. 191, 202-03 (1982) (holding, among other things, that the Tobacco Control
Act's restrictions on the marketing of modified-risk tobacco products, bans on event sponsorship, and
requirement that tobacco manufacturers reserve significant packaging space for textual health warnings
advanced the government's substantial interest).
147. Id. at 535 (citing Ibanez, 512 U.S. at 146).
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C. Closer Scrutiny of the Court's Scrutiny of Commercial Speech
Concerning commercial speech in the First Amendment context, the
Court has endorsed two prevailing standards: the Central Hudson standard
and the Zauderer standard. In 1980, in Central Hudson, an electrical utility
company brought suit in New York state court to challenge the constitu-
tionality of a regulation of the New York Public Service Commission which
completely banned promotional advertising by the company.' 48 The Court
held these regulations violative of the First and Fourteenth Amend-
ments.149 The Court created a four-part analysis for commercial speech
cases referred to as the Central Hudson standard.'5 0 A court must first
determine whether the expression is protected by the First Amendment. 5
Second, the court must next ask whether the asserted governmental inter-
est is substantial.' 52 If both inquiries yield positive answers, then the court
"must determine whether the regulation directly advances the governmen-
tal interest asserted and whether it is more extensive than is necessary to
serve that interest."' 53 The Court determined that if a commercial commu-
nication is neither misleading nor related to unlawful activity, the govern-
ment's power to restrict such communication is circumscribed and must be
supported by a substantial interest.154 The regulatory technique used must
be in proportion to the interest to be served by the restriction and the limi-
tation on expression must be designed carefully to achieve the state's
goal. 1
55
Under Central Hudson, the regulation's constitutionality depends a
great degree upon whether the speech by the commercial entity is false or
misleading.'56 If the restriction on commercial speech is neither misleading
nor related to unlawful activity, then the governmental restriction must di-
rectly advance the governmental interest involved. 57 It may not be sus-
tained if it provides only ineffective or remote support for the
government's purpose.' 58 Additionally, if the governmental interest could
be served as well by a more limited restriction on the commercial speech,
then excessive restrictions cannot survive.' 59 The state cannot regulate
commercial speech that poses no danger to the state interest assertedly un-
derlying the regulation, nor can it completely suppress information when
148. Cent. Hudson Gas & Elec. Corp. v. Public Service Comm'n, 447 U.S. 557, 559 (1980).
149. Id.
150. Id. at 566. For further analysis of the two prevailing standards, see Brenda Currie, Butt In: 44
Liquormart, Inc. v. Rhode Island and It's Implications on the Future of Cigarette Advertising and Com-
mercial Speech, 18 Miss. C. L. REv. 221 (1997).
151. Cent. Hudson, 447 U.S. at 566.
152. Id.
153. Id.








narrower restrictions on expression would serve the state's interest just as
well.
160
Five years after the Central Hudson standard, in what is referred to as
the Zauderer standard, the Court again recognized the government's power
"to prevent dissemination of commercial speech that is false, deceptive, or
misleading, or that proposes an illegal transaction."' 161 In Zauderer, an at-
torney practicing law in Ohio ran newspaper advertisements, which the Of-
fice of Disciplinary Counsel of the Supreme Court of Ohio charged as
violating a number of Disciplinary Rules of the Ohio Code of Professional
Responsibility as a result of deception.162 Regulation of speech that is false
and deceptive, though, falls more clearly under deference to the govern-
ment using a rational basis standard.'63 Unlike Central Hudson, which has
a test closely akin to an intermediate level of review, the Zauderer standard
is more akin to a rational basis review.
164
Rational basis refers to the lowest level of scrutiny, and simply means
that the government must have only a legitimate reason for a law or regula-
tion that is rationally linked to the interest. 165 In addition to this lowest
level of review, there are also heightened levels. For example, intermediate
scrutiny generally means that the law or policy being challenged must fur-
ther an important governmental interest in a way that is substantially re-
lated to that interest.' 66 Likewise, strict scrutiny, the most exacting or
stringent level of review, requires a narrow tailoring or the use of the least
restrictive means to further a compelling governmental interest. 67
In other words, the Central Hudson intermediate standard is not strict
scrutiny, but it is a higher level than the relaxed and lenient Zauderer stan-
dard. 68  Generally, those types of required disclosures deemed to be
purely factual and uncontroversial are reviewable under the Zauderer stan-
dard.'69 As such, to pass constitutional muster under the Zauderer stan-
dard, the governmental measure need only be reasonably related to the
State's interest in preventing deception of consumers.'
70
160. Id. at 565.
161. Zauderer v. Office of Disciplinary Counsel of Supreme Court of Ohio, 471 U.S. 626, 638
(1985).
162. Id. at 629.
163. Victoria Bettina Browne, Note, The Promise and Peril of Federal Emulation of the Big Ap-
ple's Food Laws, 76 BROOK. L. REv. 1049, 1061 (2011).
164. Zauderer, 471 U.S. at 651.
165. Rational basis is generally used to evaluate the constitutionality of government action where
a fundamental right is not at issue and a suspect classification is not involved. See, e.g., Maher v. Roe,
432 U.S. 464, 470 (1977).
166. Miss. Univ. for Women v. Hogan, 458 U.S. 718, 724 (1982).
167. Adarand Constructors v. Pefia, 515 U.S. 200, 227 (1995).
168. Zauderer, 471 U.S. at 651.
169. Id.
170. Id.; see also Ohralik v. Ohio State Bar Ass'n, 436 U.S. 447, 462 (1978) (holding that the State
has both a legitimate and compelling interest in preventing aspects of solicitation that involve fraud,
undue influence, intimidation, overreaching, and other forms of "vexatious conduct").
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Although announcing a lower standard when government requires
certain disclosures, in Zauderer, the Court once again affirmed that com-
mercial speech that is not false or deceptive and does not concern unlawful
activities may be restricted only if meeting intermediate scrutiny in service
of a substantial governmental interest, and only through means that di-
rectly advance that interest. 17 The Court expanded its view in holding that
commercial illustrations are entitled to First Amendment protections that
are afforded to verbal commercial speech, and restrictions on use of visual
media of expression in advertising must survive intermediate scrutiny
under the test of Central Hudson.172 However, under the rational basis
test, an advertiser's First Amendment rights are adequately protected as
long as disclosure requirements are reasonably related to the state's inter-
est in curtailing false and misleading commercial speech by preventing de-
ception of consumers.
173
IV. R.J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO Co. v. FDA
With an understanding of what was and was not at issue in the instant
case, the Circuit Court comprised of Judge Janice Rogers Brown, 174 Judge
Arthur Raymond Randolph,'175 and Judge Judith Wilson Rogers 176 heard
the arguments of both sides. In a 2-1 decision, the circuit court ruled in
favor of the Companies and struck down as unconstitutional the FDA's
requirement of graphic images on cigarette packages to depict the potential
health consequences of smoking.
A. Majority Holding
Writing for the majority, Judge Janice Rogers Brown (joined by Judge
Arthur R. Randolph) began the circuit court's opinion with a concise re-
statement of the issue and an analysis of the required level of scrutiny nec-
essary to properly assess the case.' 77 Relying on the precedent provided by
United States Supreme Court cases, the circuit court analyzed the instant
case in relation to First Amendment rights and concluded that this case not
only contained elements of commercial speech, but also elements of com-
pulsion and forced subsidization. 78
171. Zauderer, 471 U.S. at 638.
172. Id. at 647.
173. Id. at 651.
174. Appointed in 2005, Judge Brown was an Associate Justice of the California Supreme Court
prior to her appointment. Janice Rogers Brown, UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS DISTRICT OF
COLUMBIA CIRCUIT, http://www.cadc.uscourts.gov/internet/home.nsf/Content/VL+-+Judges+-+JRB
(last visited Mar. 27, 2014).
175. Judge Randolph was appointed to the Circuit Court in 1990. A. Raymond Randolph, UNITED
STATES COURT OF APPEALS DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA CIRCUIT, http://www.cadc.uscourts.gov/internet/
home.nsf/Content/VL+-+Judges+-+ARR (last visited Mar. 27, 2014).
176. Judge Rogers was appointed to the court in 1994. Judith W. Rogers, United States Court of
Appeals District of Columbia Circuit, http://www.cadc.uscourts.gov/internet/home.nsf/Content/VL+-
+Judges+-+JWR+ (last visited Mar. 27, 2014).




The circuit court's analysis then progressed to its consideration of what
it deemed the "thorny" question of determining how much leeway it should
grant the government when it seeks to compel a product's manufacturer to
convey the state's subjective-and perhaps even ideological-view that
consumers should reject cigarettes.17 9 Acknowledging the handful of "nar-
row and well-understood exceptions" to the general rule that content based
speech regulations are subject to strict scrutiny, the circuit court discussed
the two primary exceptions applied in the commercial speech context.
1 80
First, under Zauderer, governmental regulations requiring purely factual
and uncontroversial disclosures are evaluated under a rational basis-like
review and are permissible if they are reasonably related to the state's in-
terest in preventing deception of consumers and provided the requirements
are not unjustified or unduly burdensome.18 ' Second, under Central Hud-
son, content restrictions on commercial speech are evaluated under an in-
termediate-like review and are subject to less stringent review than
restrictions on other types of highly protected speech, such as political
speech. 182
Based on these two exceptions, the circuit court began an analysis of
the Zauderer183 standard rejected by the district court in its holding.'84 An-
alyzing the cases the district court relied on, the circuit court noted that
such precedent established that a factual disclosure requirement is only ap-
propriate if the government shows that, absent a warning, there is a self-
evident or at least "potentially real" danger that an advertisement will mis-
lead consumers.' 85 Consequently, the circuit court agreed with the district
court that the graphic images instituted by the FDA fell outside the ambit
of rational basis review under Zauderer as they "certainly do not impart
purely factual, accurate, or uncontroversial information to consumers.'
' 86
Because this case did not fall within the narrow enclave carved out by
Zauderer, the circuit court next had to determine whether strict or interme-
diate scrutiny was appropriate.' 87 The district court had held that com-
pelled speech that falls outside the Zauderer rational basis framework is
automatically subject to strict scrutiny.' 88 Admittedly, the instant case does




183. The Zauderer standard rests on the notion that its applicability is limited to instances in
which disclosure requirements are "reasonably related to the State's interest in preventing deception of
consumers." Better stated, "purely factual and uncontroversial" disclosures are permissible if they are
"'reasonably related to the State's interest in preventing deception of consumers," provided the require-
ments are not "unjustified or unduly burdensome." Id. at 1213.
184. Id.
185. Id. at 1214.
186. Id. at 1217.
187. Id.
188. Strict scrutiny refers to the most exacting level of review for federal constitutional determina-
tions. To pass the strict scrutiny test, the law or policy must be justified by a compelling governmental
interest and must be narrowly tailored to achieve that goal or interest. Adarand Constructors v. Pefia,
515 U.S. 200, 227 (1995).
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not fit neatly under the Central Hudson intermediate standard. The stan-
dard in Central Hudson has been utilized mainly where a commercial entity
seeks to speak a message. 189 Here, the Companies do not desire to speak,
but desire to refrain from speaking through the FDA-mandated graphic
images. Still, contrary to the district court, after rejecting the Zauderer ra-
tional basis standard, the circuit court then turned its attention to the appli-
cability of the Central Hudson intermediate standard.' 90 The circuit court
considered the government's argument that the district court should have
viewed the graphic warnings as restrictions on commercial speech, which
are analyzed under the less rigorous intermediate standard established by
Central Hudson, and not the strict scrutiny standard used by the district
court.191 Ultimately, the circuit court determined that governing precedent
made clear that the intermediate standard set forth in Central Hudson was
the appropriate standard. 92
Finding intermediate scrutiny appropriate, the circuit court evaluated
the graphic warnings under this level of review. 193 Under Central Hudson,
the circuit court decided that the government must have first shown that its
asserted interest was "substantial."' 94 In reviewing the statutory and ad-
ministrative record, the circuit court determined that the graphic warnings
were intended to encourage current smokers to quit and dissuade other
consumers from ever buying cigarettes. 195 As such, assuming that the
FDA's interest in reducing smoking rates was substantial, the circuit court
next evaluated whether the FDA had offered substantial evidence showing
that the graphic warning requirements "directly advanced the governmen-
tal interest asserted to a 'material degree."" 96 The circuit court noted its
recognition of the power of the government to use a variety of means to
end smoking, and its interest in doing SO. 1 9 7 However, the circuit court
disagreed with the government's authority to force the manufacturer of a
product to go beyond making purely factual and accurate commercial dis-
closures and undermine its own economic interest-in this case, by making
''every single pack of cigarettes in the country a mini billboard" for the
government's anti-smoking message.' 98
189. For an example of the government compelling an entity to promote a message, see Glickman
v. Wileman Bros. & Elliott, Inc., 521 U.S. 457 (1997) (holding that the forcing of growers, handlers, and
processors of California tree fruits to fund generic advertising of certain fruits was not a violation of
their First Amendment rights).
190. R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. v. FDA, 696 F.3d 1205, 1217 (D.C. Cir. 2012).
191. Id.
192. Id.
193. Central Hudson introduced a four-step analysis for commercial speech that enables the Court
to determine if a ban should be placed on certain advertisements. The court will determine whether
"(1) the expression is protected by the First Amendment; (2) the asserted governmental interest is
substantial; (3) the regulation directly advances the governmental interest asserted; and (4) the regula-
tion is more extensive than is necessary to serve that interest." Cent. Hudson Gas & Elec. Corp. v. Pub.
Serv. Comm'n, 447 U.S. 557, 566 (1980).
194. R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., 696 F.3d at 1217.
195. Id. at 1218.
196. Id.




The circuit court concluded that the FDA had not provided any evi-
dence to illustrate that the graphic warnings would directly advance its in-
terest in reducing the number of Americans who smoke.199 The circuit
court noted that while the FDA relied greatly on the "international consen-
sus" surrounding the effectiveness of large graphic warnings, it offered no
evidence showing that such warnings had directly caused a material de-
crease in smoking rates in any of the countries that now require them.z° °
In concluding, the circuit court understood that the graphic warnings
represented the FDA's attempt to level the playing field against the Com-
panies.2z 1 However, the circuit court reasoned that such attempts by the
government do not permit it to "quiet the speech or burden its messen-
gers. 2 0 2 The circuit court explained that the First Amendment required
the government not only to state a substantial interest justifying a regula-
tion on commercial speech, but also to show that its regulation directly
advanced that goal.20 3 Because the FDA failed to present any data show-
ing that enacting the proposed graphic warnings would accomplish the
agency's stated objective of reducing smoking rates, the circuit court held
that the graphic warning requirement under the Act could not pass consti-
tutional muster under Central Hudson. °4
B. The Dissenting Opinion
Authored by Judge Judith W. Rogers, the dissenting opinion took is-
sue with almost every contention made by the circuit court in its deci-
sion.2" The dissent immediately acknowledged what it considered the
circuit court's error in applying the wrong level of scrutiny.20 6 The dissent-
ing opinion believed that in affirming the grant of summary judgment to
the tobacco companies, the circuit court disregarded the Companies' his-
tory of deceptive advertising.207 As well, the dissent contended that the
199. Id. at 1219.
200. Id.
201. Id. at 1221.
202. Id. at 1222.
203. Id.
204. Id.
205. Id. (Rogers, J., dissenting).
206. Id.
207. Id. Perhaps it was not until 1965, with the passage of the FCCLA, that American smokers
began to recognize and acknowledge the risks associated with smoking cigarettes. Required Warnings,
supra note 85, at 69,525. It was not until the mid-1990's, with the first suit filed on behalf of Mississippi
by Attorney General Mike Moore, that states commenced litigation against the tobacco industry, seek-
ing monetary, equitable, and injunctive relief under various consumer-protection and antitrust laws.
These lawsuits were premised on a notion that the cigarettes produced by the tobacco industry contrib-
uted to health problems among the population, which in turn resulted in significant costs to the states'
public health systems. Michael Janofsky, Mississippi Seeks Damages from Tobacco Companies, N.Y.
TIMES (May 24, 1994) http://www.nytimes.com/1994/05/24/us/mississippi-seeks-damages-from-tobacco-
companies.html. See also Charles S. Griffith, III, The Legacy of the Marlboro Man, 24 N. Ky. L. REV.
593 (1997).
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Circuit Court disregarded the government's stated primary goal to effec-
tively convey the negative health consequences of smoking on cigarette
packages and in advertisements.20 8
The dissent further argued that because the warning labels presented
factually accurate information, 0 9 the Zauderer rational basis scrutiny ap-
plied and the government needed to show only that the warning label re-
quirement was reasonably related to its stated and substantial interest in
effectively conveying this information to consumers.210 Still, the dissent
noted that regardless of which level of scrutiny applies, the circuit court
erred in failing to examine the government's stated interests in effectively
conveying information about the negative health consequences of smoking
to consumers and in decreasing smoking rates.21'
As a basis for its opinions, the dissent briefly summarized the context
of the challenged warning label requirement.2 12 It first noted that the tex-
tual statements in the warning labels required under the Act convey factu-
ally accurate information because tobacco use is the leading preventable
cause of death in the United States.2"3 Second, the dissent noted that it is
beyond dispute that the tobacco companies have engaged in a decades-long
campaign to deceive consumers about these facts. 4 As such, the dissent
argued that precedent has illustrated the tendency of cigarette marketing to
mislead consumers based on those companies' decades of deception re-
garding each of the risks identified in the graphic warning labels.215 The
dissent argued that the graphic warning labels merely disclosed information
about the negative health consequences of smoking.2 16
The dissent then took issue with the Companies' suggestion that the
use of the graphic images made the warnings nonfactual. 2 7 Rather, the
dissent highlighted the "scientific consensus that tobacco products are in-
herently dangerous and cause cancer, heart disease, and other serious ad-
verse health effects. 21 8 According to the dissent, such a consensus refuted
the Companies' argument that the use of digital enhancement, illustration,
and symbolic nature of the images made them nonfactual.2 19
Regarding the argument that graphic warning labels were chosen
solely to evoke negative emotions, the dissent argued otherwise. 22 The
208. R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., 696 F.3d at 1222.
209. For instance, it has become all-too-common to encounter a fellow motorist on the highway
smoking a cigarette while an infant or child rides along in the backseat. Marcy Brinkley, Dangers of
Smoking in Cars with Children, LIVESTRONO, (Apr. 26, 2011), http://www.livestrong.com/article/119248-
dangers-smoking-cars-children/.
210. R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., 696 F.3d at 1222-23.
211. Id. at 1223.
212. Id.
213. Id.
214. Id. at 1224.
215. Id.
216. Id. at 1229.
217. Id. at 1230.
218. Id. at 1229.




dissent argued that while "[c]omprehending the facts about the actual
harms resulting from smoking is likely to provoke emotional reactions,"
doing so would also discourage the use of cigarettes. 221 In fact, the dissent
contended that the graphic warning labels only depicted what are widely-
known common consequences of smoking.2
The dissent concluded its argument by asserting that the district court
erred in applying strict scrutiny to the commercial disclosures at issue. Ac-
cording to the dissent, the FDA-mandated graphic disclosures appeared to
survive either relevant level of scrutiny, Central Hudson's intermediate
level or Zauderer's rational basis level, under traditional commercial
speech precedent. 223 The analysis below will further illustrate the strength
and validity of the dissenting opinion, with which this writer agrees.
V. ANALYSIS
With an understanding of the issues related to the instant case and the
role that history plays in the circuit court's decision, it can now be analyzed.
This analysis will examine the circuit court's striking down of the FDA's
graphic warning requirements using intermediate scrutiny, as well as the
implications the circuit court's decision may have. Also, this analysis, as a
whole, will require that the impact the circuit court's holding may have on
the government's increasing attempt to promote the general health of the
American population be kept in mind.
A. The Court Erred in its Use of Strict Scrutiny
In R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., in a 2-1 decision, the United States
Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit upheld the district
court's decision to strike down the newly proposed FDA graphic warning
images on tobacco products.
The circuit court's viewpoint that the FDA did not meet the required
level of scrutiny is the cornerstone of its holding that the graphic image
requirement violated the First Amendment. In fact, in the words of the
circuit court, "[the] FDA has not provided a shred of evidence - much less
the 'substantial evidence' required by the APA 224 - showing that the
graphic warnings will 'directly advance' its interest in reducing the number
of Americans who smoke. ' 225 As a result, the circuit court considered the
FDA's perceived inability to meet its burden in proving a direct correlation
between the graphic warnings and a reduction in smoking as a violation of
the tobacco companies' First Amendment rights. It was the opinion of the
circuit court that the evidence offered by the FDA did not demonstrate
221. Id. at 1230-31.
222. Id. at 1232.
223. Id. at 1237.
224. Administrative Procedure Act, Pub. L. No. 79-404, 60 Stat. 237 (1946) (provides a process for
review of agency decisions).
225. R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., 696 F.3d at 1219.
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that the warnings would directly cause a material decrease in smoking rates
or would actually lead to a reduction in smoking rates.
22 6
However, it is of utmost importance that it be understood that the
circuit court's holding stems from its misapplication of the Central Hudson
intermediate scrutiny test based on its belief that the images were not
"purely factual and uncontroversial. 212 7 As such, the circuit court did not
employ a rational basis review under Zauderer.228 The circuit court did not
consider the graphic warning images to be purely factual, in part, because
of the high probability that the images would evoke an emotional re-
sponse.229 Instead, the circuit court reasoned that the FDA's implementa-
tion of the new warnings were its attempt to only gather an emotional
response.23 ° In other words, the circuit court reasoned that such warnings -
no matter how graphic or inflammatory were not guaranteed to reduce
smoking rates.2 31 Therefore, the circuit court held that the proposed warn-
ings must be subjected to intermediate scrutiny under the Central Hudson
framework as they did not fit into Zauderer's rational basis review. 32
With all due respect to the District of Columbia Circuit Court of Ap-
peals, this writer does not agree with the circuit court's rationale in support
of its holding. To start, the circuit court focused the vast majority of its
analysis on the images themselves,233 which were the staple of the Tobacco
Control Act. Certainly, the proposed images were almost certain to elicit
an emotional response or, at the very least, make the habitual cigarette
smoker pause and consider the negative effects of smoking. Undoubtedly,
that is just the response the FDA sought and expected in implementing
such warnings.234 The textual statements and graphic warning images do
not bode well for the Companies, but they are, nevertheless, accurate de-
pictions of the effect of years of smoking on the body.
For instance, the very graphic image of a man smoking through a tra-
cheotomy is sure to arouse emotion in the smoker.235 The circuit court,
however, considered this image a misinterpretation23 6 and suggested that
such a procedure is a common consequence of smoking.237 In actuality,
such a warning label does present factually accurate information in re-
sponse to the decades of deceptive advertising by giant tobacco corpora-
tions. It is a very real possibility that a tracheotomy is one of the possible
consequences of smoking. 38
226. Id.
227. Id. at 1216.
228. Id. at 1217.
229. Id.
230. Id.
231. Id. at 1219.
232. Id. at 1217.





238. Id. at 1231.
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Likewise, the other eight images depicting everything from diseased
lungs to mouth cancer are, too, possible consequences of smoking. Take,
for example, the images of the gentleman using the assistance of a breath-
ing apparatus and the gentleman with chest staples on the autopsy table.239
The messages are both clear and truthful: continued smoking of cigarettes
causes severe damage and can even be fatal. In fact, some of the state-
ments accompanying the images boast a truth that is not even disputed by
the Companies themselves. For instance, even the Companies, and most
Americans for that matter, readily admit that one's decision to quit smok-
ing at any point in time greatly reduces serious risks to one's future
health.240 The circuit court's analysis fails to recognize that an image, while
not aesthetically pleasing, may still be truthful.24 1 Admittedly, the FDA
sought such a response from its images.242
Because the warning images were factually accurate, the circuit court
erred in applying the factual scenario of the instant case under the interme-
diate level of review under Central Hudson. Instead, this case should have
been considered under a Zauderer analysis. Had the circuit court properly
considered the instant case under a Zauderer analysis, then the fact that
"purely factual and uncontroversial" disclosures "reasonably related to the
State's interest in preventing deception of consumers," provided the re-
quirements are not "unjustified or unduly burdensome" would have gov-
erned the analysis.243 As a result, the circuit court would have found the
graphic warning images would have been permissible as they are truthful
depictions of prolonged tobacco use and are reasonably related to the gov-
ernment's interest in preventing deception of consumers, and protecting
the health of Americans.244
B. The Court's Flawed Decision Has Major Implications
The circuit court made a considered decision, albeit a flawed one.
Naturally, this decision will have a number of implications. In fact, the
239. Cigarette Health Warnings, supra note 106.
240. R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., 696 F.3d at 1229.
241. While in undergraduate, myself and fellow peers were barraged with literature from People
for the Ethical Treatment of Animals (PETA) encouraging an end to animal cruelty in the multi-bllion
dollar meat industry. In most instances, the literature was comprised of images that were graphic,
explicit, and sometimes downright disgusting. Nevertheless, the explicit nature of the images did not
take away from the fact the images were also factually accurate depictions of animal cruelty in the
industry. In fact, the images did their jobs in catching the attention of even the most ardent critics of
PETA. PETA is the largest animal rights organization in the world, with more than three million mem-
bers and supporters. PETA works through public education, cruelty investigations, research, animal
rescue, legislation, special events, celebrity involvement, and protest campaigns to promote its
messages. See PETA, http://www.peta.org/about/default.aspx (last visited Mar. 27, 2014).
242. R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., 696 F.3d at 1216.
243. Zauderer v. Office of Disciplinary Counsel of Supreme Court of Ohio, 471 U.S. 626, 651
(1985).
244. The less-stringent Zauderer standard has been reserved for cases that involve the review of
purely factual and uncontroversial disclosures. R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., 696 F.3d at 1212. For an
example of the Court's use of the Zauderer standard, see Milavetz, Gallop & Milavetz, P.A. v. United
States, 130 S.Ct. 1324 (2012) (holding that the Zauderer standard governed the Court's review of the
Code's disclosure requirements at issue in this case).
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circuit court can expect its decision to have major negative implications
both at home and abroad.
1. Implications at Home
Should the District of Columbia Appeals Circuit have the final say on
the instant case, it could mean major implications on the homefront.245 Im-
plications must especially be considered in the context of the government's
ability to promote the general welfare of citizens throughout the nation.
Surely this circuit court recognizes the importance of the government's in-
tervention into an industry that is partly responsible for more deaths each
year than AIDS, alcohol, illegal drug use, homicide, suicide, and motor ve-
hicle crashes combined.246 In fact, most Americans likely expect the gov-
ernment to be concerned with the almost half a million deaths every year247
caused by cigarette smoking. It is with this kind of concern in mind that the
government already considers the FDA to be in the best position legally
and practically to address products sold in interstate commerce in some
markets (i.e. food and prescription drugs).248 Thus, it flows naturally that
the FDA is perhaps the best equipped to address cigarette advertising and
commercial speech.249
As stated in the dissenting opinion, "the greater the harms to public
health, the greater the government's interest in informing consumers of
those harms."25 Perhaps such a notion is why, for decades, the govern-
ment has showcased the negative effects of other addicting agents.2  If the
FDA cannot reign in the power of tobacco companies by combating their
deceptive advertising with factually accurate warnings, then what message
does that send to both American consumers and other industries? Is that
to say that large corporations who are equipped with the resources to con-
tinue to perpetuate misleading information have this circuit court's blessing
to continue such practices? Should there not be a better balance of govern-
mental and societal interests in the promotion of public health against that
of a First Amendment violation of a multi-billion dollar industry? Like-
wise, just how substantial must science, data, and findings by the govern-
ment be for courts to show deference? This cannot be the message the
circuit court intends to send to the American public.
245. The Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit upheld as constitutional a number of the provi-
sions outlined in the Act in Discount Tobacco City & Lottery, Inc. v. United States, 674 F.3d 509 (6th
Cir. 2012).
246. Required Warnings, supra note 3, at 69,526.
247. Id.
248. Jennifer L. Pomeranz, Extending The Fantasy in the Supermarket: Where Unhealthy Food
Promotions Meet Children and How the Government Can Intervene, 9 IND. HEALTH L. REv. 117, 145
(2012).
249. Id.
250. R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. v. FDA, 696 F.3d 1205, 1231 (D.C. Cir. 2012) (Rogers, J.,
dissenting).
251. "Addicting agents" refers primarily to illegal drugs like marijuana and cocaine. For instance,
Above The Influence, aimed at curbing substance use and abuse, is created for the National Youth
Anti-Drug Media Campaign, a program of the Office of National Drug Control Policy. ABovE THE
INFLUENCE, http://www.abovetheinfluence.com/ (last visited Mar. 27, 2014).
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As if these implications are not enough, this circuit court's decision
could impact other circuits, and perhaps, the Supreme Court of the United
States itself. Speaking in opposition to the nomination of Judge Janice
Rogers Brown, the author of the instant case's holding, to the District of
Columbia Circuit Court of Appeals by President George W. Bush, then-
Senator Barack Obama stated in part:
After the Supreme Court, as my esteemed colleague from
Wisconsin just stated, the DC Circuit is widely viewed as the
second highest court in the land. Three of our current Su-
preme Court Justices came directly from this court. Under
its jurisdiction fall[sJ laws relating to all sorts of Federal
agencies and regulations. This is a special court. It has ju-
risdiction that other appeals courts do not have. The judges
on this court are entrusted with the power to make decisions
affecting the health of the environment, the amount of
money we allow in politics, the right of workers to bargain
for fair wages and find freedom from discrimination, and
the Social Security that our seniors will receive.252
Essentially, President Obama acknowledged the crucial role that the
District of Columbia Circuit Court of Appeals plays as "the second highest
court of the land." '253 President Obama further acknowledged the power of
the judges on this circuit court to make crucial decisions that may impact
the entire country. Similarly, Chief Justice of the United States Supreme
Court John G. Roberts, Jr. has also echoed sentiments concerning the cir-
cuit court's impact.254 A number of major implications abroad, also stem-
ming from the circuit court's holding in this case, must be considered.
2. Implications Abroad
In addition to the impact that this circuit court's decision may have on
American soil, the ban on graphic warning images may even have implica-
tions abroad. The FDA's data and ideas had a foundation comprised of at
least forty-one other countries that passed legislation requiring graphic
health warnings on cigarette packages. 255 These countries found that such
warnings are more likely to motivate people to avoid or quit smoking. 6
252. Barack Obama, Senator, United States Senate, Nomination of Justice Janice Rogers Brown
Remarks (June 8, 2005) (transcript available at http://obamaspeeches.com/021-Nomination-of-Justice-
Janice-Rogers-Brown-Obama-Speech.htm) (Emphasis added).
253. Id.
254. In a 2005 lecture at the University of Virginia School of Law, Chief Justice Roberts, a former
judge on the United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit from 2003-2005,
stated, "All told, about two-thirds of the cases before the D.C. Circuit involve the federal government
in some civil capacity, while that figure is less than twenty-five percent nationwide." John G. Roberts,
Jr., Lecture, What Makes the D.C. Circuit Different? A Historical View, 92 VA. L. REV. 375, 377 (2006).
255. Kevin Voigt, Tobacco Health Warnings Around the World, CNN (Aug. 16, 2012), http://
edition.cnn.com/2012/08/16/business/tobacco-health-warnings/index.html. In addition to a number of
other nations, these countries include Australia and Canada.
256. Sohn, supra note 19.
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Meanwhile, the United States, after this circuit court's decision, is forced to
lag behind other developed countries in its promotion of public health.
For instance, the governments of countries like Australia and Canada
have begun to defeat the multi-billion tobacco industry with the implemen-
tation of graphic warnings on cigarette packages. 7 Other countries have
recognized the importance of tobacco control in the public health context
and how graphic warnings can lead to a promotion of public health. 8 In
fact, there is a global trend toward packaging that shows diseased organs,
dying patients, skin lesions or other medical maladies caused by smok-
ing.2 59 The United States government, while recognizing the effect graphic
warnings could have on the cessation of smoking, is largely left powerless
to do more because of decisions like this one by the circuit court.
Perhaps tobacco companies, in an effort to increase their bottom lines,
will seek expansion to countries where graphic warning images are not re-
quired. If so, as it currently stands, the United States would be a major
candidate. While other countries see dramatic results in public health im-
provement as a result of the warning labels,26 ° the United States, on top of
a growing obesity epidemic,2 61 will continue to fall behind the rest of the
world in its promotion of public health.
VI. CONCLUSION
To say that cigarette smoking is having a negative effect on public
health in the United States is a severe understatement. It is a safe assump-
tion that the current general warnings on all tobacco packages are no
longer aiding in the fight to prevent deaths associated with tobacco.
In reality, cigarette smoking remains the leading cause of preventable
death and disease in the United States.262 Every day, more and more
Americans (especially adolescents) take a chance at becoming one of the
almost half a million deaths a year from cigarette smoking. The FDA, in
recognition of this plight, passed legislation requiring graphic warnings that
would have helped in its promotion of public health in the United States.
It is true that the FDA's small step, in its words, amounted to "bringing a
butter knife to a gun fight. '263 Nevertheless, it was a step in the right direc-
tion. Unfortunately, decisions similar to the one in R.J. Reynolds Tobacco
Co. hinder this movement.
This decision also dealt a blow to the government's ability to recognize
a national problem and take the crucial steps of correction. In this case, the
257. Voigt, supra note 255.
258. Sohn, supra note 19.
259. Voigt, supra note 255.
260. Sohn, supra note 19.
261. A 2009 study by the Centers of Disease Control and Prevention found that more than one-
third of U.S. adults (35.7%) are obese. Cynthia L. Ogden, Margaret D. Carroll, Brian K. Kit & Kathe-
rine M. Flegal, Prevalence of Obesity in the United States, 2009-2010, CENTERS FOR DISEASE CONTROL
AND PREVENTION, http://www.cdc.gov/nchs/data/databriefs/db82.pdf (last visited Mar. 27, 2014).
262. Required Warnings, supra note 3, at 69,526.
263. R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. v. FDA, 696 F.3d 1205, 1221 (D.C. Cir. 2012).
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FDA recognized that the stale and outdated Surgeon General's Warnings
were no longer aiding in their ability to decrease cigarette smoking, and
thus, promote the health of Americans. Had this Court not erred in apply-
ing intermediate scrutiny264 under Central Hudson, perhaps the FDA
would be busy seeing the effects of its new warnings on public health in-
stead of going back to the drawing board. Now, the FDA may be forced to
see if this circuit court's flawed decision has major implications both home
and abroad.
While the United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia
Circuit is an important court, there is a possibility that its decision will not
be the final say on the subject. As Americans first saw in the early-
1990s,265 litigation against tobacco companies will continue to occur and
efforts to curb tobacco use will continue to be controversial. After all, any
measures taken to persuade the personal choices Americans make are ex-
pected to be. Therefore, more litigation, especially involving issues as the
ones present in this case, can be expected.
266
The Supreme Court is still the final arbiter in the United States. 67 As
such, it appears this decision is poised for review by that Court. Those on
both sides of the issue now anxiously await to see whether this Circuit
Court's decision will, indeed, be the final word, making a graphic that de-
picts the increase in the number of deaths and diseases as a result of ciga-
rette smoking be the only one that remains. Americans have been
generally and ineffectively warned that smoking is bad. The opportunity
for the FDA to better appeal through graphics to the shared emotional
feelings that make us all human beings is passing with each day. So for the
good of us all, hopefully this opinion is not the final word on this case,268 or
on the matter.
264. This writer thinks that the Zauderer rational basis standard should have prevailed. However,
another interesting question presented by this case is, if the Zauderer standard is not applicable, then
what is the correct standard? The district court thought the answer was strict scrutiny. Id. at 1222. The
circuit court disagreed and applied an intermediate level. Id. This question has not yet been definitively
answered by the Court. Moreover, this question and related questions may become extinct if the Court
expands Citizens United v. Fed. Election Comm'n, 558 U.S. 310 (2010) to hold that corporate political
speech subsumes its commercial speech.
265. Michael Janofsky, Mississippi Seeks Damages from Tobacco Companies, THE NEW YORK
TIMES (May 24, 1994), http://www.nytimes.com/1994/05/24/us/mississippi-seeks-damages-from-tobacco-
companies.html.
266. See, e.g., Discount Tobacco City & Lottery, Inc. v. U.S., 674 F.3d 509 (6th Cir. 2012), petition
for certiorari filed (Oct. 26, 2012).
267. Marbury v. Madison, 5 U.S. 137 (1803).
268. As of yet, a petition for writ of certiorari has not been filed with the Supreme Court of the
United States. According to Rule 13 of the United States Supreme Court Rules of Court, a petition for
a writ of certiorari to review a judgment in any case, civil or criminal, entered by a state court of last
resort or a United States court of appeals is timely when it is filed with the Clerk of this Court within 90
days after entry of the judgment. The time to file the petition for a writ of certiorari for all parties runs
from the date of the denial of rehearing or, if rehearing is granted, the subsequent entry of judgment.
Rehearing en banc was denied Dec. 5, 2012.
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